Baldwin City, Kansas, October 19, 2012 – McFarlane now has FAA-PMA approval for Nose Strut Seal Kits for most Cessna aircraft models. The new seal kits, p/n MCSK172-1F, contain Mil-spec O-rings, back-up rings, scraper ring, and lock rings that are included in the Cessna service kit p/n SK172-1F, as well as an additional AN901-5A gasket. The McFarlane lock rings are manufactured with 304 stainless steel - an improvement over the OEM rings that are made from mild carbon steel with cadmium plating. This provides better corrosion resistance with the same strength as the OEM components.

McFarlane Aviation Products has provided general aviation with high quality fuel system replacement parts at affordable prices for many years. For more information, visit www.mcfarlaneaviation.com or call 800-544-8594 or 785-594-2741.
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